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known to have a million members and probably had more.
And a hundred jrears later they counted some five million
members.
If men did not equalize out their incomes, so as to make
good times pay for bad times in some such way as this, the
only remaining way was to run into debt, the result of which
was that the shopkeeper and the landlord would make up for
their losses by charging high prices and high rents.
But this was only one side of the problem. It remained for
the doctor to be paid. After receiving the report of the poor-
law commission in 1909 the liberal government decided there-
fore to kill both birds with one stone, by the German device
of compulsory health insurance. The doctor would hence-
forward be paid for giving a modicum of medical care to the
bread-winner, who in his turn would receive some small com-
pensation for his loss of income. In this way, it was hoped,
illness would be prevented from impoverishing a wage-earner
and his family quite as quickly as in the past.
Under the national insurance act of 1911, insurance was
made compulsory for the overwhelming majority of persons
who worked under a contract of service. Practically the only
excepted employments were those in which employees contin-
ued to draw their salaries when they were ill and those in
which non-manual workers were paid more than £250 a year.
And certain categories of these were allowed to contract-in
as voluntary contributors, especially if they had previously
been in insurable employment. On the other hand, employees
with a small unearned income of £26 a year were allowed
to claim exemption if they desired to contract-out. More
important was the omission of everybody who was not
employed by somebody else. Thus the number of persons
entitled to benefit has grown with the growth of the employed
population, from some twelve million at the inception of the
scheme to some eighteen million twenty years later.
The employer was to join with the employee in contribut-
ing the premium, while the treasury made an annual grant
which was reduced during the 1920's so as to cover little more

